
FARA
Porsche Callenge 

Classes
FPC-3.6

Engine 3.6-L. Water or Air cooler.
FPC-3.8

Engine 3.8-L. Water or Air cooler
FPC-4.0

Engine 4.0-L. and over Water or Air cooler

2018 Calendar

1-Feb. 17/18 HMS (NASCAR 3 and 4 course 2.23 miles)
2-April 13/15 HMS (NASCAR 3 and 4 course 2.23 miles)

3-May 26/27 HMS (Infield course 2.21 miles)
4-July 7/8 Sebring (12 hours course)

5-August 25/26 HMS (Infield course 2.21 miles)
6-Oct. 13/14 HMS (Infield course 2.21 miles)

7-Dec. 8/9 HMS (NASCAR 3 and 4 course 2.23 miles)

Entry registration will be closed seven days before the race date 
(Late registration $50.00)

1-Entry Fee: $600.00-Second Driver: $200.00.
2-Bonus will be given at the end of the race and can only used at the next event 1st Place: $300.00--2nd Place: 
$200.00-- 3rd Place: $100.00.
3-Before the team can come in for their 5 minutes mandatory pit stop it's the crew chiefs responsibility to report 
to a pit marshall that they are coming in.
4-Mandatory pit stop will be measured with a timer given to you at pit in, after receiving it go straight to your pit
box (Do not wait at pit out for the timer to run out). Pit out will take your timer and judge if you've completed 
the mandatory pit stop. During the mandatory pit stop there is no refueling and no tire change allowed (Unless 
you have a flat tire).
5-Trophies will be given to first, second and third place each race.
6-To qualify for the championship cup you have to competed in at least 5 events.
7-Points for the FARA Porsche Challenge will be : 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 (always check the schedule for any 
changes in the point system for that particular race).
8-In order to receive the full amount of points in each race, there must be a minimum of 3 cars in your class, you
must pass underneath the checkered flag and complete a total of at least 70% of the winners lap total (If you 
completed less than 70%, you will receive half points).
9-You can register as a driver for more than one car but you will only receive points for one finish per class.
10-Drivers competing as a team: only the driver participating in the event will receive points (Registering a 
second driver does not constitute automatic points for the driver that did not compete in that particular event). 
 11-Hankook tires are mandatory, the penalty for not using the tires will be a 2 point deduction in your finishing 
position points and you will receive half the bonus. 

Approved by Tico Almeida (FARA President)


